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Government

March 27, 2014

Negotiators Tussle Over Proposed Rule to
Compel State Scrutiny of Online Ed

By Kelly Field
Washington

Colleges pushed back on Wednesday against the U.S. Education

Department’s efforts to expand state oversight of online

education, calling the agency’s proposed "state authorization"

rule a "bureaucratic nightmare."

Speaking here at a negotiated rule-making session, campus

officials argued that the draft rule, which would require colleges to

seek approval to operate in every state where they enroll students

online, would place an undue burden on both the colleges and the

states.

Consumer advocates applauded the proposal, saying it would

strengthen protections for online students. The advocates argued

that too many states have been lax in their oversight of distance

education, leaving their residents vulnerable to shoddy programs.

In the fall of 2012, more than 2.6 million students were enrolled

exclusively in distance-education courses, while 2.8 million others

were taking some distance-education courses.

Under the rule, which the department released last week, colleges

would have to provide proof of authorization to award federal aid

to online students in other states. Colleges could demonstrate

compliance through participation in a state reciprocity agreement,

but they could not claim approval on the basis of a state

exemption.

That’s a contrast from earlier drafts of the rule, which would have

allowed states to exclude online-only programs from their

purview, as up to three-quarters now do. The new version would

effectively compel states to have a process for recognizing online
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programs and handling student complaints.

"We expect the state to take an active role," Sophia McArdle, a

department official, told negotiators. "Exemption is not

oversight."

‘Keep It Simple’

But college representatives on the rule-making panel argued that

the department has not justified the change. They accused the

department of "trying to regulate states through institutions," as

Elizabeth M. Hicks, executive director of student financial services

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, put it.

Ms. Hicks urged the department to abandon its efforts to extend

state-authorization requirements to online programs, arguing that

home-state approval should suffice. She called the rule "a

bureaucratic nightmare."

"I don’t see the value added" from multiple approvals, she said.

"Let’s keep it simple."

David H. Swinton, president of Benedict College, in South

Carolina, asked why the department "was forcing states to

authorize things," saying that many prefer to leave private colleges

well-enough alone.

"I got my charter in 1894 and haven’t heard from the state since,"

he said.

Consumer advocates countered that many states were failing in

their oversight duties, noting that 16 states have no process for

handling student complaints.

"This is not overkill," said Christine Lindstrom, higher-education

program director for the U.S. Public Interest Research Groups.

Ms. Lindstrom said she was "sympathetic" to the burden the rule

would place on public and nonprofit institutions, however, and

asked the department if it could "treat for-profits differently."

Sally Warner, a lawyer for the department, said it did not have the
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legal authority to create different standards for different sectors.

Toby Merrill, director of the Project on Predatory Student Lending

at Harvard Law School, praised the department for requiring

states participating in reciprocity agreements to have their own

processes for handling student complaints. Advocates "want to

create as many opportunities as possible for students to get their

problems resolved," she said.

Voices of the States

Absent from the conversation were the states themselves, which

are not represented on the rule-making panel. One negotiator,

Russell Poulin, who is deputy director for research and analysis at

the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education’s

Cooperative for Educational Technologies, told panelists that the

main association of state oversight agencies had chosen not to

nominate anyone to the group.

But at least two states have weighed in with letters to the

department. In early March, the heads of Arizona’s State Board for

Private Postsecondary Education wrote to ask that the department

require "home state" licensure only. Arizona, which is home to

two large online for-profit institutions–the University of Phoenix

and Grand Canyon University–has received more than 4,000

requests for approval from colleges since the department issued

the first version of its state-authorization rule, according to the

letter.

Meanwhile, Wisconsin, a state with strong consumer-protection

laws, has urged the department "to proceed cautiously" with

respect to the "State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement"

developed by the country’s four regional higher-education

compacts.

"There is great concern among state regulators that this

institutionally led initiative will erode the level of state oversight,

and fundamentally alter states’ consumer protection of students

who enroll in online degree programs," wrote David C. Dies,

executive secretary of the Wisconsin Educational Approval Board,

in a letter sent last week.
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He argued that recognizing the reciprocity agreement in federal

regulations "would be premature at this time."

The rule-making session will continue on Thursday and Friday

with discussion of campus-affiliated debit cards and underwriting

standards for PLUS loans.
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These people appear to have nothing better to do but cook up more and more

layers of redrape!
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"The advocates argued that too many states have been lax in their oversight of

distance education, leaving their residents vulnerable to shoddy programs."

Yep.
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